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IN a paper which appeared in MIND for April last Mr. Ber-
trand Russell reviewed an Address which I delivered in Oc-
tober, 1907, as President for the year of the Aristotelian
Society.1 In the course of this review he restated certain

impositions, of much importance both in mathematics and in
ogic, with which he had associated his name in his book on

the Principles of Mathematics. About that book I should
like to make an observation at the outset I am not com-
petent to judge of its value as a contribution to the science
of pure mathematics. But it does not require much tech-
nical knowledge in a general reader to enable him to appre-
ciate the breadth of treatment and firmness of grasp which
the book displays. It is of rare occurrence in the domain of
abstract thought to find any one possessed at once of the
philosophical and the mathematical attainments which are
Mr. Russell's, and it is very satisfactory that such a writer
should have arisen in these islands, where this kind of com-
bination of gifts is still less frequent than it is abroad.

It is about the main thesis of the book that I wish to say
something in this paper, and as this thesis lay at the root of
what Mr. Russell said in his review in MIND of my address,
I will first-restate the point of controversy. I had said that
modern developments in logical theory, particularly those
relating to the meaning of the conception or category of

1 Published by the Society under the title The Method* of Mmimi
Logician* and the Conception of Infinity.
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2 B. B. HALDA»K :

Quantity, had a close bearing on such branches of mathe-
matics as the differential calculus. I instanced the confusion
of thought which led Leibnitz and some of his contempo-
raries to treat infinitesimals as minute discrote quanta, the
magnitude of which might be disregarded, just as that of a
grain of sand might be disregarded when estimating the size
of the ocean. Such procedure and its consequences meant,
as D'Alembert long ago said, the ruin of the geometrical ex-
actness of the calculus. It is fatal to pretend that a circle is
a polygon with very small sides. I cited illustrations from
recent text-books which showed that ideas of this nature are
still the occasion of much unnecessary obscurity in the minds
both of the teacher and the taught. Quantity is a highly
general conception which lies (so I stated, but I do not think
that Mr. Russell agrees) at the very root of mathematical
reasoning, and quantity has two aspects, each of which 1m-

!
)lies and is inseparable, both in thought and in existence,
rom the other, continuity and discretion. The conceptions

of number and magnitude, which arise out of the judgment
of quantity, are therefore at once both continuous and dis-
crete in their implicationa Had this been realised at the be-
ginning, the so-called infinitesimal calculus might from the
first have been consistently treated as a science not of in-
finitesimals but of rates. But even when the advance has
been made of regarding quantity as presenting the aspect of
continuous change care is requisite before the term "rate "
is employed. For I pointed out that when we speak of
"rate," we generally have in our minds a complex idea of
which the elements are time and change, but that (so I went
on in the Address) " where one uniform rate is compared
with another, without regard to absolute values, as in dy/dx,
the symbol of the differential co-efncient, the idea of time
may be left out of the question, and the comparison may be
made through that of the simultaneous changes of the two
rates themselves. Thus the ratio of the simultaneous incre-
ments of any two variables which increase at constant lates,
does in fact perform a double office, representing m.i only
the ratio of their changes, but also that of their rates of
change, which will of course be constant. Just because of
this characteristic, the rates at which the quantities may be
changing are not affected when their values become zero,
and may pass from plus to minus quantities. The equation
7O - n, thus has a meaning: o may be the ratio, not only of
quantities or of their increments, but also of these rates of
increase, and therefore, when applied to the so-called incre-
ments with which the diffefential calculus deals, a must in-
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THE LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS. 3

dicate the ratio of the rates of change of their increments a*
they pass through the zero point of their value, dy/dx k
thus a symbol which represents, not actual or separable
minute quantities, but simultaneous rates of change in x and
a function of x. Apart from their relation to each other, dy
and dx are non-existent; they have reality only as factors or
moments in a relationship which belongs to the continuous
aspect of quantity. Thus it is only as symbolising rates of
change in certain aspects of magnitude that curves may be
treated as though made up of lines. The relationship of the
differential co-efficients of such magnitudes is to be conceived
as existing, neither before they disappear, nor after, but as the
relation with which they disappear. In virtue of the principle
of continuity the vanishing magnitudes still retain the ratio
which characterises their relative rates of change. It follows
that the transition from the function of a variable to its dif-
ferential must be regarded as no difference .by so much, but
as a reduction of the finite function to the qualitative relation
of its quantitative factors. What is present is in reality only
the qualitative relation of quantitative priiunpia, which, as
being prmdpta, are factors but not quanta. Thus we get rid
of the ' beyond' of the false infinite of quantity tanen as
discrete. It is by grasping truths of this class that we rid
ourselves of the limitations by which the science of quantity,
assumed to possess a merely discrete character, is confused,
and gain the free use of the great instiument of analysis
"which the genius of Newton and Leibnitz has placed within
our grasp. In the notions themselves which underlie the
calculus there is nothing particularly abstruse. It is the
confusion of ideas which logically imply different categories
that makes this branch of mathematics seem a mystery.
. . . The whole subject is only one more illustration of the
truth that there is a borderland between science and meta-
physics, the boundaries of which require much more exact
study and ascertainment than they have hitherto received.
It is the province of modern logic to embrace this region
within its survey, and to set up warning posts for men of
science and for metaphysicians alike."

In his paper Mr. Russell began by saying that while the
criticisms made on Leibnitz were "fully justified, no such
criticisms are applicable to the present theory of the Cal-
culus ". Certain citations from recent text-books which I
made, described, he declared, " very accurately the state of
mind of an intelligent pupil who is being taught the calculus
by an ignorant teacher". He went on to regret that I had
apparently not come across any of the recognised modern
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4 R. B. HALDANE :

authorities on the subject, such as the Encyclop&die der
Mathematischen Witseruehaften, or Dini's Theorie der Func-
tionen einer wrWnderlichen reellen Qrosse. If I had I would
have learned " that the whole subject proceeds without ever
introducing the infinitesimal, that the fundamental conception
is that of a limit, and that a limit is something quite different
from what non-mathematicians suppose it to be".

I am glad to learn from Mr. Bussell that the " infini-
tesimal " has already been more completely discarded from
current text-books than some scrutiny had led mo to imagine
it had been. I am at one with him in thinking that, on
logical grounds, the idea and its expression must be banned.
And before going further I will apologise to Mr. Bussell if
any expression of mine has led him to think that I professed
to speak with adequate knowledge of what is going on in the
world of mathematics. I had endeavoured to make it clear
that it is only with the logical foundation of mathematics,
these problems of epistemology on which Mr. Bussell has
himself written so remarkably, that I am occupied. Such
problems are deeply concerned with topics such as those of
infinitesimals and limits, and modern logic cannot and does
not affect to pass them by. Indeed Mr. Bussell himself does
not grow weary of insisting to mathematicians that their
science cannot be put on its legs, or kept there, without the
aid of such a system of symbolic logic as he sets forth in
the first volume of his Principles. The method which
owed something to Boole and more to Schroder, was " trans-
formed by the new methods of Professor Peano," and "has
now become not only absolutely essential to every philosoph-
ical logician, but also necessary for the comprehension of
mathematics generally, and even for the successful practice of
certain branches of mathematics ". Into the region of purely
mathematical controversies there are not a great many who
are capable of following Mr. Bussell, and I am certainly out-
side of the number. He has the reputation in Great Britain
and on the Continent of being one of the most ingenious and
acute of the modern exponents of mathematical theory. But
when, some time ago, I began to read with humility of spirit
the first and less technical volume of his treatise on the prin-
ciples of mathematics, I found, among much that was admir-
able, some things that seemed to me more dubious. Mr.
Bussell is a philosopher as well as a mathematician, and
it is as a philosopher that he addresses the public in much
of this volume. He begins by saying that in his work he
has two main objects. The first is " the proof that all pure
mathematics deals exclusively with concepts definable in
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THE LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OP MATHEMATICS. 5

terms of a very small number of fundamental logical con-
cepts, and that all its propositions are deducible from a very
small number of fundamental logical principles". The
second is " the explanation of the fundamental concepts
which mathematics accepts as indefinable. This is a purely
philosophical task." He goes on: "On fundamental ques-
tions of philosophy my position, in all its chief features, is
derived from Mr. G. E. Moore. I have accepted from him
the non-existential nature of propositions (except such as
happen to assert existence) and their independence of any
knowing mind ; also the pluralism which regards the world,
both that of existents, and that of entities, as composed of an
infinite number of mutually independent entities with rela-
tions which are ultimate, and not reducible to adjectives
of their terms or of the whole which these compose.
Before learning these views from him, I found myself com-
pletely unable to construct any philosophy of arithmetic,
whereas their acceptance brought about an immediate libera-
tion from a large number of difficulties which I believe to be
otherwise insuperable. The doctrines just mentioned are, in
my opinion, quite indispensable to any even tolerably satis-
factory philosophy of mathematics, as I hope the following
pages will show."

Later on I shall have something to say about the meaning
of the new departure in fnathematical method to which Mr.
Bussell alludes. It is mainly concerned with the substitu-
tion, as the basis of mathematical analysis, of the notion of
pure arithmetic, and especially of a continuum in which
quantity is arithmetised, for the group of notions connected
with the measurement of extensive magnitude. Now I doubt
(and I think that the question is strictly one of logic) whether
these latter notions were ever fully or clearly stated in the
current mathematical text-books. If not, it may well be
that the foundations of the higher mathematical analysis
could have been made secure without abandoning them.
But assuming that the new way of looking at quantity
introduced by writers such as Dedekind and Cantor is to be
regarded as final, the question is whether it required such
a foundation as Mr. Bussell insists on assigning to it in
symbolic logic. I doubt the necessity for erecting the new
structure on any such foundation, and I doubt whether on
balance it possesses any advantage. The new and powerful
methods of Dedekind and Cantor, as explained by these
authors, seem to me to be the outcome of a" general view of
quantity which, if wider than that current in mathematical
text-books, has been over and over again insisted on, not only

1
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6 B. B. HALDANE :

by Idealists from the days of Kant onwards, but by recent
writers on logic as free from the terrible taint of Hegelianism
as is Sigwart. Moreover the symbolic logic of Mr. Russell
seeks to exhibit all pure mathematics as an absolutely de-
ductive process, dealing with concepts definable in terms of
certain specified fundamental logical principles. For him

Eure mathematics is concerned with what, following Peano,
e calls implications. Cases in which propositions, like those

of Euclid, relate to actual space, for him belong to applied or
mixed mathematics. Now it is no doubt possible to take the
forms of inference and divest them of all that makes them
resemble the processes of our actual knowledge of reality.
By a treatment which, if highly abstract is at least systematic,
we can construct a logical calculus which will work, at all
events for many purposes, and there is no reason to doubt
that much of mathematical reasoning may be exhibited in
this form. Such a method may be on occasions of real value,
both in logic and in mathematics. But it has some awkward
limitations. Its advocates have, in the first place, to show
us how, on their principles, conclusions which are got by
mere deduction from premises can ever carry us beyond
these premises. Again the tendency of modern investigation
is to confirm the opinion that the fashion in which we know
does not admit of the representation, otherwise than for
strictly limited purposes, of judgments by symbols that do
not represent the processes on which these judgments are
founded. For the more the process of judgment has been
scanned, the more the majority of inquirers have been im-
pressed with the impossibility of divesting it, even in its mast
abstract form, of an essential reference to reality. In the
ordinary perceptive judgment this reference is explicit and
direct. In other judgments, such as the hypothetical, it
may be implicit or indirect. But turn and twist the process
of judgment as we will, its subject seems to be always,
explicitly or implicitly, some aspect of reality. Its process
is the analysis of this aspect and, as inseparably bound up
with such analysis, a synthesis with the subject in the
judgment of the predicate thus analytically obtained, a
synthesis which results in enlarged knowledge of the subject
thus determined in further relations. The process is one of
assigning what is determined as an element to its place in
a system. Our universe of discourse is the aggregate of these
systems. The postulate of knowledge is that each of these
systems can be included in some further and more complete
system towards which the necessity of thought impels it.
The ultimate postulate of knowledge would seem to be a
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THE LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OP MATHEMATICS. 7

final system which has nothing beyond it. In the conclud-
ing pages of the Address which Mr. Bussell reviewed in
MIND I observed that it is only on the basis of such a
postulate that knowledge, and the progressive interpretation
of reality which it sustains, are possible and intelligible.
Every judgment affirms a necessity based on the reality of a
final and all-comprehensive system, about which there can
be no questioning, because it is itself related to nothing be-
yond, and all questioning falls within it. Its own relation
to knowledge is, in other words, one not of necessity but of
ultimate and final reality. As a corollary from this, just as
the processes of human knowledge, including the distinction
of what is felt or perceived from the predicates which we
progressively incorporate with it, fall within the completed
and self-contained system of intelligence thus finally postu-
lated, so the system itself becomes real, not apart from,
but only in and through these finite processes, outside
which it would seem that we can attach no meaning to
it. It is a mistake to try to find a gulf between infinity
and the finite in which it is immanent. They are as little
separable as are other concepts which mutually involve
each other, such, for example, as continuity and discre-
tion.

Mr. Russell of course rejects the existential view of the
judgment, and with it the Aristotelian view of logical forms.
The process of knowledge is highly complex, too complex to
be capable of exhaustive reduction to the simple forms which
Aristotle bequeathed to posterity. But if we are aiming at
an accurate account of what we are actually doing when we
are enlarging the field of knowledge, I think that Aristotle's
analysis is much nearer to the facts than is the picture held
up to us by Mr. Russell. Lotze in his Logic remarks (at the
end of his note on the Logical Calculus, where he has been
describing Boole's work): "How often have modern enter-
prises like these proclaimed the dawn of a wholly new epoch
in logic, and the fall of the contemptible system of antiquity !
I am convinced that if the ancient logic were to be really
forgotten for some generations and then rediscovered by
some fortunate thinker, it would be welcomed as a late dis-
covery, after long search, of the natural march of thought,
in the light of which we should find intelligible both the sin-
gularities and the real though limited relevancy of the forms
of logical calculus with which we had made shift so far."
But Mr. Russell may say that the difficulty of reconciling the
most modern mathematical conceptions, such as those of
•series and limit, with the doctrines of Aristotle and Kant has
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8 B. B. HALDAKE :

forced him to seek the solution in a new logical calculus.
I t is just here that I doubt whether he has done justice to
these great teachers. I am not calling in question the im-
mense advance in the field of mathematical method which he
describes in his book. But I am going to suggest that this
method does not require the special metaphysical and logical
structure which he has built round it. I do not think that
pure mathematics, even in its most abstract phases, is a mere
process of deduction from general principles. On the con-
trary I believe it to be based on experience. I will presently
assign reasons for thinking that even the barest process of
counting is arrived at by abstraction from our consciousness
of a succession in our acts of judgment, and that the genesis
of number and series is disclosed by analysis to be the hy-
postatisation of our stream of mental states. Through the
medium of certain fundamental conceptions we isolate in
judgments which have perceptive and even intuitional reality
as their subject, certain relations, and we do this just as
truly when we apply the methods of Dedekind and Cantor,
or of non-Euclidean and projective geometry, as we do when
we count apples in a basket, or sketch a building. Here I
find myself in direct conflict with Mr. Russell, and I am un-
fortunately compelled to be no less so over the fashion in
which he employs his categories. When in his article in
MIND he says that " the notion of a limit is, in fact, a purely
ordinal notion, involving no reference to quantity whatever,"
he is assuming that the conception of quantity is no wider
than that of what is measurable, and comes later than that
of an ordered series. Many of the text-books of the calculus
in effect say this, and I have been throughout ready to re-
proach them for it and should like to have done so in the
good company of Mr. Russell. What I have to say is that if
he had realised what is taught in these days by such writers
on logic as, to take even two who differ as much on other
points as do Sigwart and Bosanquet, he would have found
that they agreed in rejecting the narrow view of quantity
which he suggests as driving him to anti-idealist views
about the meaning of judgment, and finally into symbolic
logic. My strong impression is that there is nothing in the
mathematical methods which he expounds that requires any
other foundation than that on which these and other well-
known logicians are substantially agreed. No doubt sym-
bolic logic, particularly when elaborated and adapted to
mathematics as Prof. Peano and Mr. Russell have done,
may be of real service to mathematicians. But if the adap-
tation necessitates a total departure from the character and
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THE LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OP MATHEMATICS. 9

form of the judgment and of inference generally, as we find
these in experience, then the new system can claim no higher
recognition than that of being a useful makeshift, and the
natural tendency to get rid of it as a mere scaffolding will, in
that case, inevitably make itself manifest. But because Mr.
Bussell takes what I must call a somewhat contracted and
conventional view of the teaching of Idealism he insists that
he must regard his metaphysical and logical system as the
only one open to him. A little further on in his book than
the passages which I have already quoted he says : " Ideal-
ists have tended more and more to regard all mathematics as
dealing with mere appearance ". Now this is a highly mis-
leading statement, if it is intended to assert anything pecu-
liar to mathematics. Kant himself, whose teaching on the
subject is far from being the last word of Idealism, does
not say so. Prof. Caird's two volumes dispose, I think, of this
assertion even about Kant. Then Mr. Russell says that
•"not only the Aristotelian syllogistic theory, but also the
modern doctrines of Symbolic Logic were either theoretically
inadequate to mathematical reasoning, or at any rate re-
quired such artificial forms of statement that they could not
be practically applied. In this fact lay the strength of the
Kantian view, which asserted that mathematical reasoning
is not strictly formal, but always uses intuitions, i.e., the a
priori knowledge of space and time. Thanks to the progress
of Symbolic Logic, especially as treated by Professor Peano,
this part of the Kantian philosophy is now capable of a final
and irrevocable refutation." After stating that " by the
help of ten principles of deduction, and ten other premises of
a general logical nature " the whole of mathematics can be
deduced, he adds, " The fact that all mathematics is Sym-
bolic Logic is one of the greatest discoveries of our age ; and
when this fact has been established, the remainder of the
principles of mathematics consists in the analysis of Symbolic
Logic itself".

I have quoted Mr. Russell's words because it is important
to be aware of the magnitude of the controversy and of the
real issue which his book opens up. If he is right, the con-
tribution which Kant is supposed to have made to the theory
of mathematical truth was a huge blunder. But is Mr.
Russell accurate in his statement of what Kant taught?
People are apt to draw the hasty inference in their study of
the Critique' of Pure Beaton, that the Esthetic, a preliminary
portion, contains all Kant had to say about mathematical
truths. Because he finds that these truths are synthetic
judginente a priori Kant begins by provisionally affirming

1 *
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10 R. B. HALDANE :

that space and time are pure forms of intuition which con-
dition perception. Those who read him hurriedly conclude
that therefore the foundation of mathematical inference is
construction confined to the mere forms of space and time
for its materials. In a sense Kant says so. But I think that
Cohen's book on the foundations of the Infinitesimal Calculus
which Mr. Russell cites largely in chapter xli. of his own
work, has misled him about Kant. Kant is one of the most
difficult authors to quote satisfactorily, for his method is to
state a position and then to qualify it later on as he goes
along. One has to read him backwards as well as forwards;
the Critiqu* of Pure Reason, for instance, is not really intelli-
gible until one has read the Critique of Judgment which followed
it. And this is especially true of the Msthetic, and of his
account of the so-called pure forms of space and time. They
have no real existence, or even significance for knowledge,
separately from what they derive through the schematisation
of the categories, for the first time expounded in the Analytic.
" In der That," he says in the section which deals with the
schematism of the categories, " hegen unseren reinen sinn-
lichen Begriffen nicht Bilder der Gegenstande, sondern
Schemate zum Grande. Dem Begriffe von einem Triangel
uberhaupt wurde gar kein Bild desselben jemals adaquat sein.
Denn es wurde die Ailgemeinheit des Begriffs nicht erreichen,
welche macht, dass dieser fiir alle, recht oder schiefwinklige,
etc., gilt, sondern immer nur auf einen Theil dieser Sphare
eingeschrankt sein. Das Schema des Tnangels kann niemals
anderswo als in Gedanken existiren und bedeutet eine Regel
der Synthesis der Einbildungskraft, in Ansehung reiner Ges-
talten im Raume." A page farther on (p. 172, Kirchmann's
edition, Berlin, 1872) he says : " Das reine Bild aller Grossen
(quantorum) vor dem ausseren Sinne ist der Raum, aller
Gegenstande der Sinne aber tiberhaupt die Zeit. Das reine
Schema der Grbsse aber (quantitatis), als eines Begriffs des
VerstandeB, ist die Zahl, welche eine Vorstellung ist, die die
successive Addition von Einem zu Einem (Gleichartigen)
zusammenbefasst Also ist die Zahl nichts Anderes, als die
Einheit der Synthesis des Mannigfaltigen einer gleichartigen
Anschauung uberhaupt, dadurch, dass ich die Zeit selbst in
der Apprehension der Anschauung erzeuge." Mr. Russell
seems to me to overlook the real meaning and use attached
by Kant to the forms of intuition. If he had considered
what Caird and other recent commentators on Kant have
brought to light about the relation of the Schema to Time
in particular, he would have found that in the last of the
sentences above quoted from Kant there is enunciated a prin-
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THE LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS. 11

ciple to which he fails to do justice.1 For instance, at page
158 of his book he discusses the relation of quantity to number.
He seems to suggest that until certain very recent develop-
ments in mathematics took place the conception of quantity had
no place excepting as a logical derivative from some intuition
of magnitude. But now, he declares, one school, that of Weier-
strass, Dedekind and Cantor, have pointed out that, if irra-
tional numbers are to be significantly employed as the measure
of quantitative fractions, they must be defined without refer-
ence to quantity, and that in this way a new subject " which
has added quite immeasurably to theoretical correctness,"
has been created, which is fatal to the Kantjan theory of a
priori intuitions as the basis of mathematics. Moreover, he
adds, new branches of mathematics which deal neither with
number nor with quantity have been invented, and " it has ap-
peared that measurement—if this means the correlation with
numbers of entities which are not numbers or aggregates—is
not a prerogative of quantities," for some quantities cannot be
measured, and some things which are not quantities can be
measured. " The separation between number and quantity
is thus complete. Eacb is wholly independent of the other.
Quantity, moreover, has lost the mathematical importance
which it used to possess, owing to the fact that most theorems
concerning it can be generalised so as to become theorems
concerning order. It would therefore be natural to discuss
order before quantity." I have quoted Mr. Russell thus fully,
though not for the purpose of criticising his mathematical
reasoning. Were I competent I would not presume to do so
in the case of a writer so eminent. But I am forced to point
out that what he is dealing with is a problem, not of mathe-
matics primarily, but of epistemology. Before we can express
ourselves confidently about number and quantity we must be
quite clear what we mean by them. Moreover the relation-
ship to each other and to experience of the categories of
thought, which he discusses almost as though the soil were
virgin, is a very old problem. I have stated why I doubt
whether he appreciates the teaching even of Kant on this
branch of epistemology. But after Kant's time the matter
was yet more thoroughly investigated. Mr. Russell often
quotes Hegel- -Hegel may or may not lie out of date; there
is progress backwards as well as forwards. But I notice that
Mr. Russell's citations are from the small Encyclopedia
Logv:, which contains a mere outline, and that he makes

1 See a i. oent monograph in whioh this is well workod out • VergUtch
der Mtthoden Kantx «W Heyelt uuf Grand threr Heltandlting der Kaltifrnr,
der QiuuUUnt, by J . M. O'Sulhvan, Berlin, 1908.
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1 2 B. B. HALDA1TB :

little reference to the larger 'Wiatentchaft der Logik, where
the problems that arise out of the relation of logic to math-
ematical conceptions are fully discussed. Idealism in its
varied forms, whether it is the idealism of Aristotle, of Kant,
of Hegel or of so restrained a thinker as Mr. Bradley, asserts
broadly that what we mean, when in every-day life we speak
of reality, depends on distinctions which fall within knowledge
and not without it. This principle separates the creed of
Idealism from the metaphysical doctrine of Mr. Bussell.

All teaching about concepts and judgments is and must
be largely consequential, and cannot but be profoundly af-
fected by any divergence in root principles. The idealists
may be in danger of misinterpreting Mr. Russell. I am sure
he is in danger of misinterpreting them. For those who
think that the basis of reality is mind, even when they inter-
pret mind as embracing the particulars of feeling not less
than the universals of abstract thought, and deny that the
one factor in individual reality exists apart from the other, or
that either has a meaning excepting as abstracted from the
entirety of self-consciousness, there is a duty which faces the
inquirer at the outset. It is to criticise his categories. He
must see what are the broad conceptions which are involved
in the very texture, alike of the process of knowledge and of
the objects which attain reality in that process. This is the
larger treatment of logic which Kant commenced and which
his Idealist successors sought to carry out. It IB probable
that much work has yet to be done in order to complete it
But unless the teaching of Idealism is to be wholly set aside,
and I am not sure that even Mr. Russell wishes to set it
wholly aside, we cannot assume lightly that a category such as
quantity ought to be discussed after order, or eliminated
from mathematical discussion altogether. To make such a
pronouncement is only legitimate if we have first subjected
these fundamental notions to close scrutiny in a more search-
ing fashion than symbolic logic alone can do, and have made
up our minds finally as to what we mean by them, and what
is their relation to one another. Unless we do this con-
fusion is sure to result, and we shall find ourselves speak-
ing to those we are seeking to instruct in language to which
they attach a different meaning. There exist systematic
accounts in the logic books of these fundamental notions,
in which their relationship is exhibited, and in which quality
is shown in its logical relation to quantity, and quantity
in its turn is compared with quantum, with number, with
degree, with measure, and so on. These categories, it is
said, cannot be defined apart from each other, and a precise
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THE LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS. 1 3

function in the process of knowledge must be attributed to
each. The attempt to do this may have succeeded or it may
not, but the reasons for making it are very cogent. Mr.
Eussell seems to think that the necessity for this tedious and
difficult process has been superseded by the investigations of
modern mathematicians. I do not think so. What he writes
appears to me to divide itself into two parts—epistemology
and mathematics. While I seem to see that it would have
been of advantage if Mr. Russell had defined his categories
before entering on the former, I cannot, so far as I can pre-
sume to judge, find that his purely mathematical reasoning
really depends to any material extent on his metaphysics.
This is a relief in reading a book so full of striking things
and so obviously able as is his Pnnoiples of Mathematics. And
I am the more encouraged in the view I hold because his
mathematical doctrine is that of a school within which the
agreement seems to preponderate over divergence of view.
The work of this school does not appear to rest on any par-
ticular philosophical principles, and its reasoning is, as far
as I can judge, wholly consistent with Kantian views of the
foundations of mathematics, provided Kant's critiques are
interpreted as most of the authorities of to-day hold that they
must be.

But the mathematics of this school, if they are concerned,
with epistemological questions less than Mr. Russell would
have us think, nevertheless do mark a real advance along the
highway of scientific generalisation. Let us try to see some-
thing of what this advance means. I do not think that the
new method imports any revolution in our fundamental
notions. Many of its results might have come, to the best of
such judgment as I have been able to form, from the application
of the kind of criticism which Mr. Russell admits, as I pointed
out in the early part of this paper, to have been properly
directed against the school of Leibnitz and the older writers
on the calculus. As a matter of fact, this new method has
originated, not with German metaphysicians, but mainly
with German mathematicians. Its scope is limited. It was
originally devised to get rid of the necessity of expressing
mathematical conceptions by reference to the standard of a
spatial continuum, which was considered to be deficient in
important respects as a basis, and to substitute for the spatial
standard that of an arithmetic continuum. Whether the
substitution of this new basis represents the last word, or
whether it is only a useful makeshift, remains to be seen.
Anyhow, for "reasons which I will presently state, I retain
the impression which I formed when some time since I read
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14 E. B. HALDANE :

a book by one of the pioneers of the new doctrine, Dedekind.
The revolution is purely mathematical and not epistemologi-
cal. It is concerned with no particular theory of the nature
of inference, or,of the relation of the judgment to reality.
For the mathematician, however, it intioduces fresh and
great principles. Moreover the new region has for the student
of logic the attractive feature that it is by no means so im-
penetrable to the non-mathematical reader as is most of the
territory governed by the ordinary mathematician. Dede-
kind, who has a great gift of lucid exposition, sets himself to
show this. And another writer, Mr. E. W.\Hobson, who
has written an admirably comprehensive and careful book on
this new field of research—The Theory of Functions of a Seal
Variable—is almost equally intelligible to the general reader
in those portions of his work which are concerned with the
statement of principles.

Dedekind published two famous Memoirs, the first in
1872, Stetigkeit und Irrationals Zahlen; the second in 1887,
Was sind und was sollen die Zahlen. They have been translated
by Prof. Beman under the title Essays on the Theory of
Numbers (1901), and are now classical. I shall try' to disen-
tangle the significance of the doctrines relating to quantity
and number which are set forth in these Memoirs. To en-
able me to do this intelligibly I wish first to say something
further about the conceptions of quantity and number.

It would have helped the student of recent developments
in mathematical ideas if a settlement had been arrived at
about the meaning of the words used in describing them. It
is confusing to find, for example, quantity and magnitude
used as convertible terms, and at times spoken of as though
they were merely names for modes of existence in space. It
is only natural that those who speak so should go on to
assume that order does not presuppose quantity, and has
nothing to do with it. In truth and in fact quantity is a
highly general concept. It covers indefinitely every mode of
continuous existence in which we have got beyond particular
quality as its essential. When we regard the object of
thought quantitatively we cease to attend to quality as of the
essence of its being, and we concentrate on this, that the ob-
ject has a characteristic which may be altered without affect-
ing the existence or the nature of that of which it is the
characteristic. It may be very important to know the
number of trees in a wood, but the wood remains a wood
although a thousand more trees grow up. Nevertheless con-
ceptions or categories of this kind are forms of thought, and
these " Denk-bestimmungen," as they have been called, are
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THE LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS. 15

not inert They are root forms of intellectual activity, and
because it is of the nature of the intellect to be active, it is
constantly, in the process of judgment and inference, passing
from link to link of the series which they form. Thus even
within mere quantity, where the thing remains what it is
while it becomes greater or less, we find constant development
of the aspects of both continuity and discretion. It is forced
on us that the intellectual process which takes shape in the
judgment of quantity displays, as essential to it, both
characteristics. They are not two kinds of quantity but the
double implication of a single predicate. The antinomies
of space and time and matter simply mean that we treat
quantity at one moment in its discrete aspect, and at another
as continuous, and fail to distinguish the two aspects. When
quantity is regarded in its exclusive or discrete aspect, and
this by abstraction is hypostatised, we pass to limited quantity
or quantum, and when such a limited or definite quantity is
made, in the process of thinking, definite, and so distin-
guished from other and similar manifestations of the definite
relation of quantity, the outcome is the notion of a series
each member of which is defined as such by reference to
other members, and is regarded as one among many.
Looked at as breaking up internally and exhibiting itself as
containing a plurality of elements, the series gives us the
notion of number. If it be remembered that in logic the
category of quantity has thus a very wide and general signifi-
cance it is plain that such operations as counting, with the
numbers and order in series which result, are derivatives of
the operation of thought which establishes the quantitative
predicate. This is not, as I understand him, the doctrine of
Mr. Bussell, but it is a doctrine which appeara to me not
only to be consistent with, but to assist the theory on which
the most modern mathematics bases itself. Mr. Bussell
seems to assume that the concept of quantity has been
hitherto treated as a mere abstraction derived from the bare
intuitions of space and time. But this is not really BO. For
logic, as I understand it, quantitative relations and series
are constituted by operations of judgment which, as Kant
hints in the passages I have quoted above, themselves make
the intuitions of space and time possible.1 Their foundation
is logical, although it is in experience that they attain to con-
crete reality. Of course it is true that in the psychological
history of our intelligence these abstract conceptions are
evolved as experience progresses, and that in general we use

1 See Herr O'Sullivan's monograph, pp. 42 d trq.
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16 B. B. HALDANE:

them in concrete applications, and after we have begun to
realise the meaning of space and time.

But it is the great merit of the new mathematics to have
independently illustrated the proposition that, to get at the
real foundation of mathematical reasoning, we must by ab-
straction disentangle the conditions which are presupposed in
even the most general and empty spatial and temporal con-
sciousness. What are really derivatives are a hindrance and
not a help in any search after first principles, and it is right,
if it is practicable, to adopt, methods which, by legitimate
operations of logical abstraction under fundamental categories,
can be made to depend on relations of pure quantity and
number, to the exclusion of elements which belong to a subse-
quent stage in knowledge. Such relations and their concepts
do not exhaust the nature of reality. It is as abstractions from
an experience which has no existence apart from them, any
more than they have apart from such experience, that we be-
come aware of them. When Mr. Bussell attributes to them
and to the propositions which embody them " independence of
any knowing mind," what he says has no more meaning for
me than the sayings of Locke and his school about substance
as existing in itself. And his system of symbolic logic seems to
me to presuppose as the condition of its possibility an entire
system of relations and concepts for which he makes no
provision. Before we can go with him in • accepting as
fundamental and indefinable such notions as that of the
relation of an individual to a glass and of " such that"
we must have travelled a long way. The presuppositions
of symbolic logic and mathematical method alike seem, to
require more searching consideration than he bestows on
them.

Moreover, unless •the process of knowledge is one in which
we begin with reality and are engaged throughout in extend-
ing the relations of the subject of the judgment in knowledge,
it is to me, as I have already said, impossible to comprehend
how knowledge can progress. Unless inference is neither
merely deductive, nor merely inductive, unless it is as much
synthetic as it is analytic, in other words unless each of
these adjectives ia in itself wholly inadequate to describe the
process by which knowledge progresses, we cannot really get
beyond our starting point. The most abstract problem of
non-Euclidean Geometry seems to set out from a point of de-
parture which is postulated as real, although, by the concen-
tration of exclusive attention, the triangle, for instance, has
been by abstraction stripped of a multitude of .'eatures to
which we attend when we meet in every-day life with any-
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THE IiOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS. 17

thing coming under that designation.1 But if this be true
how can the method of mathematics be, as Mr. Russell would
have us think, purely deductive ?

The implied reference to reality which is characteristic of
'the mathematical as much as of every other form or judg-
ment, is well illustrated by the process of counting. In simple
counting, as in every process of judgment, we have an identity
exhibited in differences and affirmed of reality, the elements
of which present themselves in the shape of distinct units
within a continuous process. The relation to this process is
indicated by number. It follows that number, although we
get to it by abstraction from the experience of serial mental
acts, is not a mere derivative of the concept of time. What
is essential is that the judgment of number should establish
a logical order among the units, giving each a place in a series
conditioned by separate judgments about other units. We
may conceivably be aware of several units as existing simul-
taneously and yet as arranged in order of series. Again all
the units are numbered in virtue of a continuous quality or
identity which pervades them, and " every unit, though it
may only be suggested by a momentary purpose "—" is a dis-
tinguishable part within a whole or aggregate consisting of
such parts. The books on a shelf are not merely discrete,
and the inches in a yard, or the units of weight in a gravitat-
ing body are not merely continuous; in every case the unit
is a distinct or discrete part, and the sum is a self-identical
or discrete whole. It is nonsense to speak of counting with-
out saying what is to be counted " (what we count may be,
and in all probability primarily are, the acts of judgment as
acts of distinction and relation within a certain continuous
quality) " and in specifying what is to be counted we specify
at once the nature of the continuity and the rule of the dis-
cretion "}

Sigwart3 takes rnuch the same view of number as Mr.
Bosanquet expresses in the passage just cited. We should
think of number, he holds, as a spontaneous creation of
thought in becoming conscious of its own activities, and as
in this way, when it has once arisen, independent in its
further developments of all that is sense-given. In it we
merely bring into definite consciousness what we always do
when, in thinking of and discriminating unities, we pass from
one to another. He declares that wherever it is possible to
combine even differences in one consciousness, so that

1 On this point see Herr O'Sullivan's monograph at p. 68.
'Bosanquet, Logic, vol. i., p. 169.
'Logic, Eng. tr., vol. n., p. 32 ft seq.

2
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18 R. B. HALDANE :

memory can survey them and connect the beginning with the
end, and discrimination include the whole within one bound-
ary, there we have the possibility of the one ; wherever it is
possible to think of differences within a whole, or to combine
a number of different objects while still maintaining the con-'
sciousness of their difference, there we have the possibility
of the many. This is, for Sigwart, the foundation of number.
Each number is not mere plurality, but a plurality which is
bound together and limited, and so far thought as a unity,
in one act of thought which combines together the repeated
acts by which we have distinguished the units. He goes on
to show that these definitions afford room for irrational and
imaginary numbers. In these we extend the concept of
number to all combinations arising out of our methods of
calculation. The extension is justified by the fact that these
combinations resemble actual numbers in this respect that
they .are all comparable as more or less (it would have been
more accurate had Sigwart said in point of order in series),
and can thus be brought into a series, and that therefore the
different methods of calculation, similarly extended in mean-
ing, can be applied to them. He points out, in this respect
in close agreement as will be seen later on with Dedekind,
that the possibility of inserting any number of fractions and
irrational numbers between any two consecutive rational
numbers, thus diminishing to any extent the difference be-
tween successive numbers, seems to reduce number—which
originally arose out of discrete steps—to a continuum, and to
transform it into a magnitude in the same sense in which
space and time are magnitudes. But this inference he re-
jects. For he says that number is always discrete, since
however far we may push our interpolation we can never
succeed in reaching more than a finite number of intervening
members, and the law according to which interpolation takes
place, though it gives no definite limit, must always, from the
nature of the numerical expression, call on us to break off
somewhere. The continuous progress which intuition gives
us in space and time can never, Sigwart affirms, be really ex-
pressed in the logical forms of number, which depend on
unity and difference in determinate acts. In the differential
calculus, he says, we attempt to break down the limits which
arise from the nature of number, but we succeed in forcing
upon it the expression of continuous change only by means of
artifices in which we avoid assigning any numerical value to
the differentials themselves, and confine ourselves to express-
ing their relations to each other in numbers and combinations
of number.
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THE LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OP MATHEMATICS. 1 9

I have quoted two contemporary writers in support of a
view which I agree with Mr. Russell in holding strongly.
Logical and epistemological principles have aiclose bearing
on the problems which relate to the foundations of mathe-
matics. What I dissent from is his method of approaching
the consideration of these principles, and certain conclusions
which have proved to be the result, such as his determination
to divorce mathematics from any origin in experience and to
treat it as an illustration of pu.oly deductive method. With
his description of the recent developments in mathematical
sciencel repeat that I neither desire nor am competent to
quarrel. It is his ideas about the ultimate foundations of
reality that concern me, because I am not sure that he has
appreciated the attitude of those logicians whom he criticises,
even as regards mathematics. It may be quite true that
"in Hegel's day the procedure of mathematicians was full of
errors," but it is not true that these errors " Hegel did not
condemn as errors, but welcomed as ' Antinomies' ". If he
will read the second part of the Wissensohaft der Logik he
will find that Hegel's reproach was over ideas which Mr.
Eussell himself agrees with Hegel in regarding as sheer mis-
takes, and which Hegel regarded as the direct result of a
failure to grasp the significance of the notion of quantity and
what was implied in it. Nor is it fair to say such things as
that philosophers argue " as if differentiability were a conse-
quence of continuity" merely. The implied suggestion is
misleading. Writers like Sigwart and Bosanquet would
accept, as far as I can see, the most recent improvements
in method made by Mr. Russell and other mathematicians
without demur. But they would point out that these im-
provements are improvements in method merely, and do not
touch root conceptions. On this point I shall have to say
something later on. I wish first, in the light of the remarks
I have just made, to return to the topic of Dedekind's new
method.

From the standpoint of logicians this method is full of
interest. In his Memoir on Continuity and Irrational Numbers
he tells us how he was guided towards the new region in
in which he has done so much as a pioneer explorer:
"As professor in the Polytechnic School in Zurich I found
myself (in 1858) for the first time obliged to lecture upon
the elements of the Differential Calculus, and felt more
keenly than ever before the lack of a really scientific founda-
tion for arithmetic. In discussing the notion of the approach
of a variable magnitude to a fixed limiting value, and especi-
ally in proving the theorem that every magnitude which
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grows continually, bat not beyond all limits, most certainly
approach a limiting value, I had recourse to geometric
evidences. Even now such resort to geometric intuition
in a first presentation of the Differential Calculus I regard as
exceedingly useful from the didactic standpoint, and indeed
indispensable, if one does not wish to lose too much time.
But that this form of introduction to the Differential Cal-
culus can make no claim to being scientific, no one will deny.
For myself this feeling of dissatisfaction was so overpowering
that I made the fixed resolve to keep meditating on the
question till I should find a purely arithmetic and absolutely
exact foundation for the principles of infinitesimal analysis.
The statement is frequently made that the Differential Cal-
culus deals with continuous magnitude, but no explanation
of this continuity is given. Even the most careful exposi-
tions of the Differential Calculus do not base their proofs
upon continuity, but, more or less consciously, either appeal
to geometric notions or depend on theorems which are not
established arithmetically. Among these falls the theorem
above mentioned, and further investigation satisfied me that
this theorem, or one equivalent to it, might to some extent
be looked on as a sufficient basis for infinitesimal analysis.
It only remained to discover its true origin in the elementary
conceptions of arithmetic, and at the same time to secure a
real definition of the essence of continuity."

He proceeds to find that the whole of arithmetic arises out
of the simple act of counting. This he defines to be " the
creation in succession of the infinite series of positive in-
tegers, in which each individual is defined by the one im-
mediately preceding". The fundamental act is the passing
from an already formed individual to a new one to be formed.
The combination of repetitions of this act is addition, and
multiplication arises in the same way. So do substraction
and division, but these, unlike the former, force us to the con-
ception of negative and fractional numbers. If on a straight
line we select a definite point of origin or zero point, and a
definite unit of length for the measurement of segments, we
can assign for every number, positive, negative or fractional,
which has a definite arithmetical ratio to the others, and
may therefore be called a rational number, a corresponding
length on the straight line. But now we come to the
difficulty. Among the infinite number of points which lie in
the straight line there are those which correspond to no
rational number, and there are' lengths incommensurable
with a given unit of length. For instance, as the Greeks
long ago pointed out, the diagonal of the square whose side
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THE LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OP MATHEMATICS. 2 1

is the unit of length is incommensurable with that side. If
we lay off a length corresponding to that diagonal, we obtain
an end point which corresponds to a numerical symbol but
to no rational number. Thus it becomes apparent that our
straight line is infinitely richer in point-individuals than
our domain of rational numbers in number-individuals, and
that our system of rational numbers, however complete, is in-
adequate to the complete and continuous measurement of
lengths on our straight line. To our system of rational
numbers we must therefore find out how to add new numbers
such that the domain of numbers may possess the same com-
pleteness or continuity as the. straight line. To do this we
must find out what the continuity or absence of gaps in the
geometrically straight line means. Now every point on the
straight line separates it into two portions such that every
point of one portion lies to the left of every point of the other.
The essence of continuity Dedekind finds in a further principle
which he states thus :—

" If all points of the straight line fall into two classes, such
that every point of the first class lies to the left of every
point of t ie second class, then there exists one and only one
point which produces this division of all points into two
classes, this severing of the straight line into two portions ".
Of this definition he declares that it must be regarded as
axiomatic and cannot be proved to be true. If space has a
real existence it may have gaps. But if, says Dedekind, this
be so, the filling up in thought of the gaps would be the
notional creation of new point individuals, and so would be
in accordance with the axiom. It is now plain what has to
be done. We must find a method of filling up the gaps in
the discontinuous series of rational numbers so as to make it
continuous. Ideal measurement along the straight line with
the aid of a unit of length has broken down. But, if for this
space-continuum which has turned out to be no true means of
representing continuity, we can substitute an arithmetic or
number continuum, the problem will be solved, for we shall
have then got something to operate on which possesses the
essential property of continuity as well as that of the discre-
tion which is necessary for counting ; in other words, which
has concurrently inherent in it the two characteristics of pure
quantity. Thus we shall, such is my interpretation of what
Dedekind means, have brought mathematics back to the
elemental and general category of quantity as its true founda-
tion. The new instrument may be difficult to handle, and it
is not necessary or convenient, as indeed Dedekind himself
points out in a passage already quoted, to be constantly em-
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ploying it even in infinitesimal analysia But it is the only
method, so far discovered, of placing infinitesimal analysis on
a satisfactory basis. Some day a method may be discovered
of dealing with space and the straight line on the basis of
methods- of ideal measurement that are on the one hand
exact and continuous, and on the other comprehensiva So
far such methods appear not to have been discovered.

From this summary of Dedekind's preliminary statement
I pass briefly to the method of purely quantitative and non-
spatial treatment. Of this there are several varieties. That
oi Dedekind is substantially as follows: He takes the system
of rational numbers, discontinuous, as already has been shown.
Now we can always by means of a rational number effect a
separation of an entire ordered system or series of rational
numbers into two classes such that, if we call the first class
Aj, every number Oj of this class is lower in order than every
number a, of the second class AT This separation and the
result described may be called a section (Sohnitt), (Aj A,).
Thus every rational number produces a section, and a section
which obviously possesses the property that either among the
numbers of the first class there exists an (ordinally) greatest,
or among the numbers of the second class an (ordinally) least
number. We may therefore say that corresponding to any
given rational number, there exists a section which divides
the aggregate series of rational numbers into two classes,
such that all the numbers of the first class are less than all
those of the second class; and such that either in the first
class there is no greatest number, or else in the second class
no least number. But suppose that we do, what we can
effect with a series of numbers, though we could not make
an analogous measurement along a straight line, divide the
series so as to bring in irrational numbers. For instance 3
is not a square number. The entire series of rational num-
bers may yet be divided with reference to it into (1) a lower
class which contains all the negative numbers and also those
positive numbers of which the square is less than 3, and (2)
a higher class which contains all the positive numbers the
square of which is greater than 3. The first class obviously
contains no greatest number. The second class contains no
least number. The section, although a section primarily of
rational numbers, is none the less related to the irrational
number J—3, in the same way as A, the section first above de-
scribed, was related to a rational number. Now we have got
to something novel. For while it is true that between any
two numbers, whether rational only or real, we can to an in-
definite extent introduce intermediate numbers, so as to make
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THB LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS. 2 3

the series indefinitely everywhere dense, or, as it is called,
connex, we cannot everywhere divide the series into sections
by means of a merely rational number. But we can do this
everywhere by means of an irrational number which belongs,
as much as does the number that is rational, to the wider
class of real numbers. The aggregate domain of rational
numbers, taken exclusively of those that are irrational, is
thus imperfect. A true continuum cannot consist merely of
rational numbers, for these, while they exhibit everywhere
discretion, do not everywhere exhibit continuity. The true
continuum, in order to be everywhere perfect as well as dense
or connex, and so to combine the characteristics of being
completely continuous as well as completely discrete, must
therefore consist of an aggregate of numbers that embraces
the wider class of all that are real as well as the narrower
class of all that are rational. Such an aggregate is called the
continuum of real numbers, or the arithmetic continuum.
What we have done is to introduce into the conception of
the entire series of number, so as to fill up every conceivable
gap in it, an unlimited membership of irrational or incom-
mensurable numbers, which not the. less can be placed in a
series where the order of the arrangement depends on the
rank of the members, and this rank in its turn depends on
qualities which have no necessary reference to relations of
magnitude or at least of measurable quantity. If the series
be really continuous then these irrational numbers are just
as much to be regarded as real as are the rational numbers,
the only difference lying in the practicability of measurement.
But even though the real number which divides the series
is incommensurable it is just as capable of being defined as
is a rational number in the series, for, in the way just indi-
cated, its position in point of order can be shown with refer-
ence to the rational numbers in the series themselves. It
may be treated as corresponding to a lower class or segment,
as defined above, of a series of rational numbers, a segment
which is none the less capable of defining, by reason of its
having, as must be the case when the dividing number is
irrational, no greatest number. For example, while the num-
ber 3 is readily defined to be, in the language of the new
analysis, the aggregate (from the point of view of order merely
and not measurement) of all rational numbers, which are
less than the rational number 3, the irrational number J 3 is
defined as the aggregate of all rational numbers which are
either negative, or, if positive, have their squares less than
3. Now as we can always deal with sections containing
rational numbers exclusively, and can perform with them
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the ordinary operations of mathematics, we have made a
great advance For the possibility of such operations is ex-
tended through the medium of these sections to the irrational
numbers which they define. These, it is suggested, plus the
rational numbers, together make up the whole of what is
numerically possible. The two classes are said to exhaust
the field of reality, and the infinity of numbers thus enlarged
in their scope may be called real numbers. They present, it is
alleged by the new school, in one of their aspects, an aspect
with which we can operate consistently, a true continuum,
a field where the quality of continuity is just as much and
as necessarily present as is that of being discrete. Whether
this method and the doctrine based on it carries us as far as
some enthusiasts imagine, is at least a very open question.
Do we ever get true continuity within the domain of number,
even when extended so as to embrace the so-called real
numbers ? What do these real numbers and the irrationals
which they include really import for epistemology and logic,
as distinguished from the function of being convenient
mathematical makeshifts ? These are questions which do not
appear to have been as yet adequately considered. But at all
events for practical use number no longer shows gaps, to the
extent that it did when we considered it as based on the in-
tuition of the straight line, and we get, for the first time, as
our object a marked advance towards a true continuum. It
is not spatial but arithmetic. It carries us further back
towards the notion of pure quantity, and is a new' and potent
method of abstraction, that is, of diverting attention from
what is irrelevant in the reality which is the starting point.
Its conception, whether we look at the intervals between the
members of its series, or the continuity which arises from
the infinite number of members of the series, is ordinal.
Order, in other words, and not representation of tbe measure-
ment of definite quanta, governs its constitution. It relieves
us from the vagueness and limited character of the so-called
intuitional continuum of extensive magnitude of the older
mathematicians. For the methods of these last broke down
when a specific and definite answer was sought to the ques-
tion how a formula was to be found for every intermediate
position through which a body moving in space passea It
was assumed that space was indefinitely divisible into finite
parts, and analysis proceeded on this basis, and necessarily
broke down. The reason was that the procedure tacitly as-
sumed the exclusive existence of a merely discrete character
of space, and negatived that continuous aspect which equally
pertains and is equally vital to the reality of all that falls
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THB LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF KATHBKATIC8. 2 6

under the category of quantity. The new procedure can and
does take a fuller account of the continuous aspect of reality.

I have endeavoured to do what a layman can with a mind
which, if mathematically ill-furnished, is at all events at-
tracted by the subject, towards giving some account of Dede-
kind's main conception. And that of Cantor, as I understand
it, seems to me to be no more than an analogous and equally
intelligible means towards the same end. Instead of defin-
ing as Dedekind does, the elements of the aggregate of real
numbers by means of a section of rational numbers, he
accomplishes the same result by applying the notion of a
convergent sequence of rational numbers. Space does not
permit me to attempt to enter into the details of this method.
The reader who is curious to follow it out will find a clear
account of it at page 26 of Mr. Hobson's book on the Theory
•of Functions of a Real Variable, a book admirable alike in its
lucidity and in its caution. I can here only observe that, just
as to each of Dedekind's sections, so to each of Cantor's
convergent sequences, there corresponds, not necessarily a
rational, but certainly a real number. It is easy to see that
.since what seemed to Leibnitz and his followers to confine
them to measurable magnitudes has been thus eliminated,
and a mode of enumeration has been introduced which is at
all events more nearly adequate to what is required by the
conception of continuity, an arithmetical theory of limits and
of variables becomes possible which escapes the old objec-
tions. Moreover another conclusion follows. In arithmetical
analysis there is no room for an actual infinitesimal. For if,
after the fashion of Leibnitz, we use the expression " infini-
tesimal " at all, it can'only be to indicate the process whereby
a variable, to which the numbers of a sequence converging
to zero are successively ascribed as values, approaches the
limit zero. An infinitesimal thus means a variable in a state
•of flux, or capable, if we like to treat it so, of occupying any
ordinal position in a series, and never a number in the con-
ventional sense. We cannot properly describe the sides of
the polygons which are inscribed in a circle as under any
circumstances infinitesimals. The length of the circumfer-
ence of the circle is rather the arithmetical limit of the
sequence of numbers which represents the perimeters of the
inscribed polygons. When this sequence is convergent, and
its limit is independent of the particular choice of the sides
of the polygons, the limit so obtained determines the length
•of the curve In case no such limit exists the curve is re-
garded as not having a length.

If the stern realities of experience left it open to us to
2 *
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26 B. B. HALDANB:

choose as we liked when we should use the concepts of con-
tinuity, and when those of discretion, the extension of know-
ledge would be a simpler business than it is. But for deeply
seated reasons experience has and must have in it certain*
features which always baffle our attempts to regard it in the>
light of a perfectly coherent system. The search after a.
complete whole which shall embrace and account for all that
we see and feel and hear is an unending one. Even why we-
pass from the category of discretion to that of continuity is
not always plain. Erdmann, in a book which ought to be
better known to students of this class of subject than it is, his.
LogikundMetaphysik (4th ed., p. 44), observes: "Das sehr
merkwiirdige Problem, wie ganz bestimmte Zusammenge-
horige Quanta (z. b. Seite und Diagonale des Quadrats) in-
commensurabel sein konnen, ware gelost, wenn gezeigt wurde-
warum, wenn, das eiue als discret gedacht wird, das andere
nur als Continuum geuommen werden muss ". Difficulties of
the type to which Erdmann refers become, however, of much,
less importance in the presence of analytical methods which
can take account of the discrete and continuous simultane-
ously. There is a passage in Mr. Hobson's book which is-
worth quoting as the conclusion of what I have to say upon
this subject. After pointing out that the actual use of frac-
tional numbers arose historically from the necessity of the-
process of measurement of extensive magnitude, he goes on.
(p. 13) as follows : " The notion of the essential nature of a
fraction, dependent as it is upon the notions of a unit, and of
the divisibility of such a unit into equal parts, is incompatible-
with the modern view that mathematical analysis should be
developed upon the basis of a pure arithmetic, quite indepen-
dently of all notions connected with the measurement of
extensive magnitude. The modern tendency known as
Arithmetisation manifests itself in the construction of theories-
of number and of the operations involving numbers, which
depend entirely upon the conceptions connected with the
process of counting, measure being regarded as a process
foreign to Pure Arithmetic. The process of counting is.
an exact one; whereas measurement can in practice only
be carried out with a greater or less degree of approxi-
mation, and can only ideally be made an exact process.
Pure arithmetic is made the basis of analysis, not only in
accordance with the general principle that the fundamental
conceptions of a branch of Science should be irreducible to-
simpler conceptions, but also because the theory of ideally
exact measurement has peculiar difficulties of its own. Our
essentially inexact intuitions of spatial, temporal, or other
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THE LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OP MATHEMATICS. 2 7

magnitudes, necessitate a process of idealisation in which,
the objects of perception are replaced by ideal objects subject
to an exact scheme of definitions and postulates, in order
that an exact science of measurement may be possible. The
view is at present held by the majority of mathematicians,
that the nature of an abstract continuum, and that of a limit,
are capable of formulation only in the language of a pure
arithmetic, and that this science must therefore be developed
upon an independent basis before it can be applied to the
elucidation of the conceptions requisite for an abstract theory
of continuous magnitude. The theory of measurement is, in
accordance with this view, regarded as an application, and
not as part of the basis, of Mathematical Analysis." Later
on (at p. 51) he says: " The term ' arithmetic continuum' is
used to denote the aggregate of real numbers, because it is
held that the system of numbers of this aggregate is ade-
quate for the complete analytical representation of what is
known as continuous magnitude. The theory of the arith-
metic continuum has been criticised on the ground that it is-
an attempt to find the continuous within the domain of
number, whereas number is essentially discrete. 8uch an
objection pre-supposes the existence of some independent
conception of the continuum, with which that of the aggregate
of real numbers can be compared. At the time when the
theory of the arithmetic continuum was developed the only
conception of the continuum which was extant was that of the
continuum as given by intuition : but this, as we shall show,
is too vague a conception to be fitted for an object of exact
mathematical thought, until its character as a pure intuitional
datum has been modified by exact definitions and axioms.
The discussions connected with anthmetisation have led to-
the construction of abstract theories of measurable quantity ;
and these all involve the use of some system of arithmetic^
as providing the necessary language for the description of
the relations of magnitudes and quantities. It would thus
appear to be highly probable that, whatever abstract concep-
tion of the intuitional conception of quantity and magnitude
may be developed, a parallel conception of the arithmetic
continuum, though not necessarily identical with the one
which we have discussed, will be required " The conclud-
ing words of this last passage suggest that there is in Mr.
Hobson's mind the same doubt as in Dedekind's as to whether
the spatial continuum cannot be more adequately treated by
analytical methods than has hitherto been the case. In the
second volume of his Wistenschaft der Logik Hegel examines
at some length the possibilities of basing the Calculus on the
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notion of pure quantity as applied to the qualitative rela-
tions of quantitative principia (not elements). I have not
sufficient mathematical knowledge to be able even to guess
how far a method rigorously based on such a view of quantity
might carry us in the investigation* of spatial relationa
Hegel himself, and his knowledge was not to be despised,
seems to have thought that it could solve problems relating
-to the relation of spatial continuity to number which were
an his day, and so far as I know still remain, unsolved.
Whether he was himself on the track of a conception of
•quantity which would have served the purpose or not, it seems
that both Mr. Hobson and Dedekind are disposed to be of
•opinion that the theory of the arithmetisation of quantity is
not only a principle valuable in itself, but one which may
guide us to a new and more complete conception, yet to be
adequately worked out by mathematicians, of continuous
space. Hegel'8 criticism of the mathematicians of his time
was that they had piled up obstacles ito their own path, and
his detailed application of this criticism seems to me worthy
•of being better known than it appears to be.1 For the real
question which lies at the root of everything is what has been
the true origin of the difficulties which mathematicians have
T>een struggling to overcome. What is the real character of
mathematical method ? Is it directly dependent on concep-
tions which belong to logic ?

Now Logic does not mean only the analysis of the process
by which the individual develops in time his knowledge of
his object-world. I t means this no doubt. But the analysis
itself suggests that the whole process, including the very
meaning and existence of the mind and its object-world, im-
plies something else. The process appears to be possible only
in virtue of related universals of knowledge which are not the
less the foundations of reality because they are themselves
only real in a consciousness of the self and its object-world
which is always concrete and individual. They form but one
aspect of reality, yet an aspect which must be grasped and
interpreted if the foundations of experience are to be reached.
This discovery was made by Aristotle long ago, and again by
Kant A more thorough-going attempt to work it out was
made later still by Hegel. The Hegelian system may have
•attempted too much. I t has been caricatured, and the cari-
catures have frightened one set of people and stirred another
to merriment. But the fact remains that on the study of

1 He used to complain that mathematicians called everything irrational
in which reason began to intrude, i.e., in which systematic heterogeneity
made its appearance.
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THB LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS. 2 9

many departments of science, history, jurisprudence, sociol-
ogy, for example, it has exercised an influence as transform-
ing as it appears to have been enduring. Greatest of all,
however, has been its influence on the study of logic in the
whole of its developments, and it is not too much to say that
no man is in this department abreast of the knowledge of his
time who has not mastered the critical examination con-
ducted by Hegel into the condition of logic as he found it.
The student may accept or reject the result, but he will get
into difficulties if he does not take the trouble required for
its understanding. Now one of the pieces of work on which
Hegel bestowed close attention was, as I have already stated,
the careful sifting out of the category or, as he called it,
" Denk-bestdmmung " of quantity. The predicate of mere
existence tells very little, but it is the basis on which some-
thing is recognised as possessing quality, which is a deter-
minate mode of existence. And when quantity is predicated
we have got further still. The quantity may be greater or
less while the quality remains the same. Quantity, in other
words, is, as I pointed out earlier in this paper, a mode of
existence in which alteration does not necessarily affect exist-
ence. The field of corn may still be a field though its
boundaries are enlarged or contracted. Now this very general
category of quantity specifies itself into subordinate forms
which are less abstract. But they are still characterised by
what belongs to the parent category itself, and among the
characteristics inherent in this parent category is the marked
feature to which allusion has already several times been made.

It is of the essence of quantity and of its derivatives such
as number always to be capable of presenting a double as-
pect, that of continuity and discretion. There is not a con-
tinuous quantity existing separately or even capable of being
predicated as if real apart from discrete quantity. The ag-
gregate of rational numbers is an illustration of the truth of
this. No sooner have we found it full of gaps, discrete, than
we are forced in thought to try. to fill in the gaps and render
it continuous. This is the genesis of the effort to regard the
system of number as rendered continuous through the medium
of the irrational numbers.1 And yet the completed system
of real numbers so obtained is a system in which the numbers
are separable in reflexion according to their ordinal rank.
All knowledge is a process of abstraction, and the language
in which we embody the abstractions is never adequate to

1 Mr. Russell say* truly that even classes of finite integers can them-
selves to some extent suffico to generate continuity; see the explanation
of this at p. 299 of his book.
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3 0 B. B. HALDANB :

the concrete individuality of the subject matter or the mutual
implications of its predicates. The actual judgment of ex-
perience cannot be exhaustively analysed or shut up in any
proposition. And yet, in order to study its structure and
•even to get clear knowledge, we must fix its predicates in
thought as separable, and hypostatise them by abstraction
into apparently independent realities. It is the province of
logic to warn us of the real meaning of this process, and the
limits of its legitimacy. We must not treat aspects, which
are properly separable by abstraction only for a particular
•purpose, as if we were entitled, outside these limits, to hy-
postatise them into really independently existing realities.
It is because we easily fall into such errors as speaking as
though there were a continuous space and also a discrete
•space, that we fall into the fallacies of the " Heap " and of
" Achilles and the Tortoise ". It is a similar misinterpretation
"which leads people to assume that, because the length of a
curve can properly be defined as the arithmetical limit of the
•sequence of numbers which represent the perimeters of a se-
quence of inscribed polygons, therefore this length is to be
taken to be known to exist independently. The explanation
of the difficulties which puzzled the older mathematicians in
relation to incommensurable magnitudes is to be found in
just such uncritical dogmatism about the category of quantity.

At the beginning of this paper I quoted, from the address
to the Aristotelian Society which Mr. Eussell criticises,
further illustrations of the same fallacy in what, at all events
until recently, was the current mode of teaching the Differ-
ential Calculus. I suggested that the real significance of
the differential co-efficient might have been found in the con-
tinuous aspect of magnitude. For the elements in tjie dif-
ferential co-efficient are not really separable, and do not
stand for "infinitesimals ". The differential co-efficient is a
•symbol which represents, not actual or separable minute
quantities in their relation to each other, but simultaneous
rates of change in x and a function of x. It stands for the
relation with which x and its function, if taken to represent
magnitudes, disappear, and it is because we are regarding
the process as one in which quantity is taken as continuous
that the ratio which characterises the relative rates of
change remains even at the zero or vanishing point. What
we are dealing with is, as I pointed out at the beginning, in
truth and in fact qualitative relation of quantitative principio,
which, as being prmcipia, are factors or moments, but not
self-subsistent quanta. If this be kept in view we diminish
perplexities that arise whenever we try to regard and reason
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THE LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS. 3 1

about these moments as quanta, from the point of view in
which quantity means what is discrete and nothing else than
•discrete.

What then, it will be asked, is the place in logic of the
new niethod of the arithmetisation of quantity ? The answer
is that it is a powerful means to an end. The end is the
treatment of quantity so as to do full justicu to its continu-
ous as well as its discrete aspect and to exhibit these aspects
in their mutual implication. By abstract- )n the notion of
namber as representative of what is conventionally measur-
able is for the moment set aside. Although when the cate-
gory of number is thought out it is seen to imply continuity
as well as discretion, namber is popularly used to represent
what is discrete. It must also be borne m mind that num-
ber symbolises the discrete aspect of quantity, even when the
notion of How Much is eliminated, and what is dealt with
has been reduced by abstraction to mere rank, or order in a
series. The series is primd facie discontinuous. But the en-
larged scope which the new method gives to number, and
the extension of the concept to the whole domain of real
numbers, brings us back to the aspect of continuity which had
been lost sight of. In other words, so far from the new method
eliminating quantity, it deals with quantity in its most ab-
stract and pure form, and it takes account not only of its con-
tinuous but of its discrete aspect. The means by which this
is accomplished is by making abstraction in as complete a
fashion as possible from certain elements in the concrete pro-
cesses of mathematics which are not essential and which
hinder and do not help. It is not true that the processes
•even of pure mathematics are only concerned with mere log-
ical conceptions. I cannot agree with Mr. Russell in think-
ing that they do not start from concrete reality. To me it
seems, for reasons" which I gave when discussing the process
of counting, that whether we look at the methods of Euclid
or at those of Dedekmd and Cantor, they start from actual
concrete images and proceed by making abstraction from all,
or as much as possible, that is not relevant to their purpose.
In this they resemble the methods of other departments of
knowledge. They bring us back to relations of quantity,
which because they are highly abstract are also very far-
Teaching, and they help as to realise in a particular region
the presentation of experience as a systematic whole, tne
comprehension of which enables us to go far beyond what
we actually experience. The category of quantity and its
derivatives are the logical concepts which guide us in making
the necessary abstraction.
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The difficulty that arises from the tendency to mix up con-
tinuity and discretion is not new to mathematicians. The
importance of what are known as Indeterminate Forms arises
from the illustration they^afford of the necessity of distin-
guishing between the two aspects of quantity. For instance
/0 and 00/ 00 are instances of Indeterminate Forms which th&
student has to consider carefull^xbefore he can grasp the
meaning of a differential co-efficient or. make a really intelli-
gent application of the differential calcufris. He must not,
for example, assume that 7, — I, and he moat on the other
hand, bear in mind the desiderandum that a function shall
have a definite value corresponding to every value of its
argument. By way of illustration take the function (x3 -1) /
(x-1). If we put x = 2, the synthesis of the function is easy.
But if we put x=»l the final operation may seem to result
in 70- But the student must not in this case assume that
algebraic principles warrant him in taking 7O to be — 1. If
we insist on the requirement that a function shall have a
definite value corresponding to every value of its argument,
and seek to define the value of the function in question when
aj=»l, we are naturally guided by the principle of continuity.
This leads us to define the value of (xs - l)/(x -1 ) when x = lt
so that it shall differ infinitely little from values of this
function corresponding to values of x that differ infinitely
little from 1. We obtain as the result that, for values of x
which differ infinitely little from 1, the valucof {x%-\)l{x~ 1)
differs infinitely little from 2, and the value thus specially
defined is called the limit of the function. Indetermi-
nate Forms are another illustration of how, in the higher
analysis, for the consideration of definite quanta there
is substituted the consideration of a different aspect of
quantity, the qualitative relations of quantitative prinoipia.
Purely ordinal series, Cantor's Infinite, and many other con-
ceptions used in the newest methods, are further illustrations
of the same process. So is a variable, if interpreted in the
new fashion. We must abstract, in considering it, from the
foreign elements involved in such illustrations of a variable as
that of a point moving in a straight line or a curve. The
modern arithmetic continuum seeks to avoid the appeal to
spatial extension or even temporal succession to make its
nature manifest, and indeed those who are in earnest with it
do all in their power to exclude such ideas from its conception.
They confine themselves, as rigidly as human nature will
allow, to simply infinite sequences determined in the con-
tinuum, sequences which they regard as a series of distinct
determinations of the variable, in which the elements are in
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THE LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS. 3 3

logical succession. These sequences are the domain of the
variable, and analysis is thus rendered capable of making
statements that are applicable to every real number in the
sequence, and which are valid for any particular number that
may be selected. This is, as I interpret him, the meaning
of the apparently paradoxical statement which Mr. Russell
makes in his paper in MIND, that " a variable' does not vary ".
It is a corollary that, as he points out, a limit belongs not
to a variable but to the class of values of the variable. Now
all this results from a mathematical process of abstraction
which excludes irrelevant elements, just as the conception
of the triangle, obtained for the purposes of geometry, ex-
cludes thickness of lines, colour, and a host of other char-
acteristics possessed by the triangles which we recognise as
such in every-day perceptive experience. It is the same pro-
cess, only carried further by means of categories of a more
general and less derivative character The use of all such
categories is to enable us to make abstraction of what is
irrelevant and confusing, and so get clear knowledga The
result is incorporated in our conception and even in our percep-
tion or image of the real world. What is characteristic of
mathematical procedure is likewise characteristic of every
other form in which knowledge is advanced.

Mathematical knowledge does not differ in kind from other
knowledge. It conforms to the' common type. In his
Essentials of Logic (p. 58) Mr. Bosanquet has defined the
nature of knowledge in words which I will quote, for they
indicate admirably the aspect which knowledge presents to
the school of thought from which Mr. Russell dissociates
himself, as I think unnecessarily. "Knowledge is always
judgment. Judgment .is constructive, for us, of the real
world Constructing the real world means interpreting or
amplifying our present perception by what we are obliged to
think, which we take as all belonging to a single system, one
with itself and with what constrains us in sense-perception,
and objective in the sense that its parts act on each other
independently of our individual apprehension, and that we
are obliged to think them thus. The process of construction
is always that of exhibiting a whole in its parts, ie. an iden-
tity in its differences; that is to say, it is always both analytic
and synthetic. The objects of knowledge differ in the mode of
relation between their parts and the whole, and thus give nse to
different types'of judgment and inference; and this difference
in the form of knowledge is a difference in the content of logic,
which deals with the objects of experience only from the point
of view of their properties as objects in an intellectual world."

3
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It is just so that we proceed in interpreting and construct-
ing the object world under its quantitative aspect, whether
we use the older forms of mathematical knowledge or the
new. Because the new method of treating quantity is highly
abstract, and makes jettison of much that is familiar in the
every-day process of counting, it raises questions which ap-
pear to be novel. But the apparently new region into which
we are introduced is not really as new as it is sometimes
taken to be. It has been, as I hope I have shown, partially,
*t all events, explored by logicians. Some of the root con-
ceptions with which it abounds are familiar to the careful
student of Kant A fuller discussion of them in their direct
application to mathematical method is to be found in later
writers. In Dr. Hutchison Stirling's book on the Hegelian
system, one section of the mathematical discussion in Hegel's
Wissmschaft der Logik is translated and commented on—the
section which deals with the notion of the Mathematical
Infinite. This is followed by a long section (Wissentchaft der
Logik, part 2) which Dr. Stirling considered too technical to
be suitable for translation in his own book. In this section
Hegel examines- the foundations of the calculus as they had
been interpreted by the succession of great mathematicians
who had written up to his own time I am not suggesting
that Hegel is to be taken as having spoken authoritatively
on mathematical subjects. Nor do I doubt for a moment
that in mathematical method immense progress has been
made since his time, and that much of what ne wrote about
has been superseded. But there exists this borderland be-
tween Logic on the one hand and mathematics on the other.
The struggle of the mathematician to get rid of what ham-,
pers him and is irrelevant, leads him to use a set of cate-
gories, such as number, order, measure, etc., which require
the more careful treatment the more he is thrown back on
their exclusive employment, and gives up the more familiar
and rougher instruments which have till recently been in
common use. Now Hegel has made the most complete
attempt that exists to give a systematic account of the
meaning, scops, and relation of these categories. It may be
that he was too ambitious and was in advance of his time
and, consequently, without materials which have now been,
for the first time, obtained. But he would be a rash person
who thinks that he can neglect the study of the warning
which Hegel gave, and, at the same time, be sure that he
has done the best for himself in the obscure borderland
where mathematics touches metaphysics. Until the student
knows what those who speak from both sides of it have
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THB LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OP MATHEMATICS. 3 5

to say, he can hardly feel certain where he is going in this
region.

If he does not care to give the time which is required for
the digestion of the difficult books of the great German
Idealist, there are more recent writers who can help him.
Lotze and Sigwart are not Hegelians, nor would Mr. Bradley
care to call himself so. Whether Mr. Bosanqnet would or
would not I cannot say. Probably no one to-day can
properly be labelled with names that are a century old. But
men such as these have listened to the warning which Hegel

f ive against the hidden perils of unconscious dogmatism,
owever much with them methods may differ, their purpose

is a common one. Theirs is the critical attitude which is
born of insight into characteristics of the real that are gener-
ally neglected. How full the path is of pitfalls the earlier
history of the calculus has shown. The story of the school
of Leibnitz is not without instruction for the student of to-
day, whether he be mathematician or logician.

One of my difficulties in comparing the results offered by
Mr. Russell with those reached by other logicians is that the
comparison is but rarely of like with like. Such writers, as,
for instance, Lotze, Sigwart, Bradley, or Bosanquet, look on
knowledge as a process which may be broadly described as
the amplification of a present perception by an ideal inter-
pretation which is identified with and extends it, as what Lotze
calls the conversion of an impression into an idea.1 When,
in order to get at the general forms of knowledge, they admit
abstractions, and characterise them by signs and symbols,
they are careful to insist that it is only partially that these
can be taken as adequate representations of the concrete and
complex reality of the process of knowledge. But symbolic
logic does not observe this canon. Mr. Russell does not
hesitate to shake himself free of what he calls the " psycho-
logical " reference. He does not strive to be sure that his
symbols and their continuations will be pictorial of the ac-
tual processes of thought His method is purely deductive.
One difficulty about this method I have already alluded to.
He nowhere explains how any advance beyond the premises
is possible. He <Ioes not put or answer Kant's great question
as to how synthetical judgments a priori are possible. But
there is yet another difficulty. His method obviously has
great value in dragging to light hidden obscurities, and in
improving definitions. What it accomplishes beyond this it
appears to accomplish by being untrue to its protession of

1 In the chapter in his Logie on tho Theory of the Concept.
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purely deductive principle. It lapses into the process of the
ordinary waking consciousness, the process of amplifying
perceptions, which are not the less perceptions because they
have been translated into images idealised by reflexion and
abstraction. Still, the character of the method is such that
the tendency is irresistible to try to use terms in senses which
they do not ordinarily bear. The result is an apparent
widening of the gulf which Mr. Russell supposes to exist be-
tween the work of the school to which he belongs and other
schools of thought in Mathematics and Philosophy. For
example he begins part v. of his book, the part which dis-
cusses Infinity and Continuity, by telling his readers that
" It was formerly supposed, and herein lay the real strength
of Kant's mathematical philosophy, that continuity had an
essential reference to space and time, and that the Calculus
(as the word fluxion suggests) in some way presupposed
motion or at least change. In this view the philosophy of
space and time was prior to that of continuity, the Trans-
cendental Esthetic preceded the Transcendental Dialectic
and the antinomies (at least the mathematical ones) were
essentially spatio-temporal. All this has been changed by
modern mathematics. What is called the arithmetisation of
mathematics has shown that all the problems presented in
this respect by space and time are already present in pure
arithmetic." Now in so far as these words affect to describe
the conclusions, even about mathematics, of epistemology
prior to the advent of the school of Mr. Russell, they are
surely very far wide of the mark. For reasons which I have
given earlier in this paper they are hardly true even of Kant.1

And the citations already made from logicians such as Sig-
wart and Bosanquet show that they are not true of them.
They are quite beside the mark as regards Hegel. Mr.
Russell appears to labour under a misconception about the
standpoint of Idealism. Its view of continuity contains, so
far as I am aware, no " appeal to the mass of unanalysed
prejudice which Kantians call intuition ". It leaves Mr.
Russell as free as I think I have shown it leaves Dedekind, to
construct an ordinal theory of continuity, and if he pleases
even to adopt such highly technical definitions of a continuous
series as the one which he offers as a simplication of that of
Cantor, that it is so when every segment, upper or lower,
has a limit, and the series has a first and last term, pro-
vided that a denuinerable compact series is contained in it
in such a way that there are terms of this latter series be-

1 See Herr O'Sulhvan'i monograph, p. 106.
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tween any two terms of the original series. What Idealism
affirms, and I do not see that Mr. Russell has offered any real
reason for controverting the proposition, is that a highly
general but accurately definable concept of quantity is presup-
posed by, Mr. Russell's notion of order, and that his method of
treating continuity is applicable only to special forms which
mathematical analysis Drings to light. By refinements of
abstraction, perfectly legitimate provided we realise what we
are about, the method concentrates on the qualitative aspects
of quantity. These observations appear to me to apply to
his account of mathematical infinity. It is not true as he
suggests, that logicians, Hegelian or otherwise, revel in the
discovery of contradictions and in pronouncing them to be in-
capable of resolution. When they point out apparent contra-
dictions it is as evidence that a too narrow view has been
adopted, and that a larger outlook is necessary. To put it
shortly, there is much that is controversial about Mr. Rus-
sell's interpretation of philosophy, but bis mathematical con-
clusions do not appear to depend on his being right in this
interpretation, or even in his own philosophy. Yet whether
or nofhis philosophical system will stand investigation, the
scientific world owes him a debt of gratitude for a gallant
effort to bring order into a region where chaos has reigned,
and to throw a searching light into the obscurity which sur-
rounds the foundations of mathematics.

In conclusion I will recapitulate : As the foundation of all
mathematical method there is presupposed the judgment
of quantity. In the judgment of quantity what are in point
of quality like are judged as unlike, but only in respect of
differences which do not affect their quality. The category
or Denk-bestimmung which makes this possible is no mere de-
rivative from experience, or even from order or number, cate-
gories which themselves come later because they imply the
predication of the quantitative character as the condition of
any meaning being put into them. The simplest recognition
of order in series, the barest act of counting, involves the
judgment of an identity exhibited in differences and affirmed
of reality When the elements of the series present them-
selves in the shape of distinct units within a continuous
nature we have reached number. The concept of number
thus defined is from its very nature both continuous and dis-
crete in its character, and every logical concept which de-
pends on quantity as its foundation has this double aspect.
It is through the derivative categories of order and number,
which bring into further determinateness the characteristics
which are implicit in quantity itself, that we get to such fun-
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damental concepts of mathematics as order, series, unity, ag-
gregate and correspondence. Abstraction only enables us to
arrive at these from the study of experience because they are
already presupposed in experience and are part of the foun-
dations of the judgment which sustains it. As the concept of
quantity elaborates itself into these and other complex forms
the principles which it embodies progressively give rise to
qualitative differences, and the character of a mere sequence
or aggregate of indifferent elements is replaced by that of
synthesio of differences in a system or whole that is individ-
ual. That this should be so is the outcome of principles pre-
supposed in all knowledge. They make possible the methods
of the new mathematics in regard to limit and infinity, and
without them the researches of Dedekind and Cantor would
be logically unintelligible. Looked at from another side,
even the nearest approach we can find to a purely quantitative
judgment is only possible by abstraction directed to one aspect
of the actual judgment In judgments about reality lies the
beginning of all knowledge, mathematical and otherwise. In
the consciousness, not, it is true, of spatial extension,,but of
succession in judgments of quantity, and therefore in expe-
rience, we must seek the source from which the arithmetic
continuum has been evolved by abstraction. Its origin is no
mere deduction from exclusively logical principle.

The view of quantity just stated is what led Hegel to criti-
cise the ideas of his day in regard to infinitesimal analysis.
He called attention to the abstract and imperfect notions
then current which had brought about attempts to ign.ore
the continuous character of quantity as beinga character which
was taken not to be real in the same way as was discretion.
He insisted that, if order was to be got out of confusion, it
should be recognised that continuity and discretion were as
real as they were in actual experience inseparable, and that
the foundations of the calculus were thus qualitative relations
of quantitative principia. He did not, as has been suggested,
delight in finding contradictions, for the mere sake of finding
them. But he held that they were inevitable for those who
attempted to express what was really qualitative as quantita-
tive. Mathematics has made great strides during the eighty
years which have elapsed since Hegel wrote ; the leaders in
mathematical thought have in the interval emancipated
themselves from much that was fallacious. But the problem
of the logical foundation of mathematical method appears to
me to stand much where the Idealists left it. What Hegel
wrote on the nature of series, for example, is still well worth
studying. It makes clear several things after which those
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who have forgotten or never learned the lesson he taught,
are groping to-day. So far, however, aa practice , is con-
cerned, mathematicians, with a sound instinct, born of neces-
sity rather than of action on settled principle, have given up
the old, traditions. As conceptions connected with quantity
have progressed it has become apparent that the standard of
spatial extension, which was used for the demonstration of
continuity, breaks down when it is sought to exhibit com-
pletely by known methods along with continuity the correla-
tive and inseparable aspect of discretion. The sequence of
rational numbers is, on the other hand, defective on the
opposite side. For the standard of the arithmetic continuum
it is claimed that it exhibits continuity and discretion as
correlatives and in their true relation. The completion of
the continuum by the introduction of irrationals marks
progress towards the bestowal on the series of real numbers
of a quality which is at all events more akin to that of
continuity than was the case before this completion was
attempted. The variable gets a definition that can be
defended on the assumption that it has prescribed for it as
its domain the field of the new and completed continuum
of real numbers. Within this continuum series, and classes
within series, can be mapped out. When the property of
exhibiting a limit is transferred from what used to be the ob-
scurely conceived variable to the class of values which now
form its domain, escape from logical confusion is made pos-
sible. The distinguished mathematicians who have discov-
ered the new method have brought their science a stage further
on in its progress towards harmony with the true logical con-
ception of quantity. Whether what they have said is the
last word, or whether a still more perfect means to this end
will be hereafter devised, no man can predict. The future
will not disclose its secrets, and among tnese is the answer to
the question whether the reputation for adequate continuity
of the new domain of the variable will survive the criticism
of the mathematicians and logicians of that future
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